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MARIA TERESA SALDIERNA
Plaintiff,

§
§
§

V.

§

BOSTON SCIENTIFIC
CORPORATION,
Defendant .

§
§
§

IN THE DISTRICT COURT

-

JUDICIAL DISTRICT

HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS

PLAINTIFF 'S VERIFIED APPLICATION FOR
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER, TEMPORARY INJUNCTION,
PERMANENT INJUNCTION and ORIGINAL PETITION

TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE OF SAID COURT:
NOW COMES Maria Teresa Saldiema ("Plaintiff'), and files this her Plaintiff's
Application for Temporary Restraining Order, Temporary Injunction , Permanent Injunction and
Original Petition

complaining of BOSTON SCIENTIFIC CORPORATION ("

Defendant" or

"BSC") and for cause of action , would respectfully show this Honorable Court the following:

DISCOVERY CONTROL PLAN
1.

Plaintiff intends for discovery to be conducted under Level

3 of Rule 190 of the Texas

Rules of Civil Procedure.
PARTIES
2.

Plaintiff Maria Teresa Saldierna is a citizen of Texas residing in Harris County, Texas.
Plaintiff purchased and was implanted with BSC's counterfeit, transvaginal mesh product
("BSC's counterfeit mesh") in Harris County, Texas.
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At all relevant times discussed in

this petition , Plaintiff resided in Harris County, Texas and received BSC's counterfeit mesh
here in Harris County, Texas.
3.

Defendant Boston Scientific Corporation ("BSC") is a foreign corporation organized under
the laws of the State of Delaware and with its principal
Massachusetts.

place of business in Marlborough,

BSC participated manufactured, marketed, tested, and/or shipped

counterfeit mesh throughout the nation, Harris County, Texas, and, more specifically, to
this Plaintiff who purchased it in Harris County, Texas, and was implanted with it here, in
Harris County, Texas.

BSC directed the activities

Harris County, Texas.

BSC can be served by serving

alleged herein to

this Plaintiff and

its registered agent : Corporation

Service Company, D B A+, 211 E. 7th Street, Suite 620, Austin, TX 78701.
JURISDICTION
4. By reason of the facts alleged herein, Plaintiff has been made to suffer and sustain at the
hands of Defendant damages within the jurisdictional limits of this Honorable Court.
Because Texas law forces Plaintiff to immediately plead a specific amount of

damages

early in litigation and before significant discovery and time has elapsed, Plaintiff pleads
she is seeking monetary of no more than $60,000, exclusive of interest or costs.
Accordingly, Plaintiff expressly pleads she seeks no more than $60,000, exclusive of
interest or costs, under any circumstances, and hereby disavows any award greater than
$60,000, exclusive of interest or costs.

Plaintiff does not seek to recover any attorney's

fees that may be available under any of

the causes of action pled. Plaintiff is also seeking

non-monetary relief.
5.

The Court has jurisdiction over BSC because Defendant

engaged in manufacturing,

marketing, testing, or shipping counterfeit mesh into the State of Texas, Harris County,
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Texas, and , ultimately, into this Plaintiff who purchased it in Harris County, Texas and was
implanted with it in Harris County , Texas.

Moreover , Defendant manufactured,

marketed, tested, and /or shipped BSC's counterfeit mesh into the same county-Harris
County, Texas - where the authentic resin mesh source, manufactured by Phillips
in La Porte, Texas , actually manufactured it.
was actually manufactured here in Harris

/ Sumika

The authentic resin mesh source, Marlex,

County, Texas, where Defendant directed its

counterfeiting and fraudulent activities.

Plaintiffs causes of action arise out of

Defendant's business activities in the State of Texas. Defendant BSC committed acts
and/or omissions within the jurisdiction of this Honorable

Court relevant to the facts

described herein . More specifically , BSC directed their specific

activities to Harris

County, Texas, and Plaintiff specifically purchased and was implanted with the counterfeit
mesh here in Harris
Defendant BSC.

County, Texas . That is, this Court has specific jurisdiction over

This Court also has general jurisdiction Defendant BSC because its

activities directed at, or conducted within, the State of Texas are and

/or were systematic

and continuous . The assertion of general and/or specific jurisdiction over this Defendant
does not offend the traditional notions of fair play and substantial justice, as the minimum
contacts necessary to assert jurisdiction are established

. Defendant could reasonably

anticipate being haled into Texas state courts and this Court.
6.

This is not a civil action arising under the Constitution , laws, or treaties of the United
States . Plaintiff brings no claim arising under the Constitution, laws, or treaties of the
United States.

Nothing herein pleaded by Plaintiff requires any interpretation of the

Constitution or laws of the United States , nor does it implicate any federal law, regulation,
or policy.
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VENUE
7.

Venue in Harris County is proper in this cause under Section 15.002(a)(1) of the Texas
Civil Practice and Remedies Code because this county is where all or a substantial part of
the events or omissions giving rise to the claim occurred.
FACTS

8.

This is not a personal injury lawsuit , nor is it a lawsuit for any damages exceeding $60,000,
exclusive of interest and costs.
regulations under the federal

Moreover, this is not a lawsuit based upon any laws or
Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act ("FDCA" ). This is not a

lawsuit about any Defendant's compliance, or lack thereof , with any provision of the
FDCA, nor does it seek any relief in any way related to the licensing
approval of mesh products

by the Food and Drug Administration

Plaintiff does not plead for any relief that would

, regulation, or
("FDA").

Finally,

any way effect, one way or another, the

ability of any Defendant to market, label, sell, ship or otherwise trade in any product
whatsoever . Plaintiff seeks injunctive relief solely limited

to the ability to preserve,

inspect, and test BSC's mesh before it is further depleted or removed.

Stated differently,

Plaintiff 's injunctive relief seeks , in no way whatsoever , to interfere or restrict Defendant's
usual and customary marketing , sales, or shipment of fully manufactured , completed mesh
products.
9.

Plaintiff suffered from stress urinary incontinence

( "SUI"). Defendant BSC designed and

marketed a product for the alleged treatment of this condition

. Instead of buying authentic

Marlex from Phillips / Sumika here in Harris County , Texas, BSC bought lesser value,
counterfeit mesh from China , passing it off as "Marlex " manufactured here in Harris
County, Texas . Plaintiff had an operation for SUI , and paid full price for BSC mesh that
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was supposed to be made from authentic Marlex.
counterfeit mesh which was of lesser value.

It was not. Instead, Plaintiff got BSC's

Plaintiff is NOT suing for personal injury,

punitive damages, or any other types of treble or exemplary damages.

Plaintiff is merely

suing for the economic damages occasioned upon her for paying more for her mesh which
was, in fact, counterfeit mesh from China of lesser value.

Finally, Plaintiff's request for

injunctive relief merely seeks to inspect, preserve, and test BSC's counterfeit mesh or
alleged resin.
10.

In order to sustain her request for injunctive relief, Plaintiff provides the following, verified
timeline to support her petition and request for relief.
purchase of BSC's counterfeit

Notably, Plaintiff 's unwitting

mesh occurred here in Harris County on or about October

9, 2013 when it was implanted into her.

As the timeline below reveals, BSC's counterfeit

mesh-as documented by BSC's own documents-was being marketed and distributed
into this nation, and Harris County, Texas (and Plaintiff herself)

by Defendant by

approximately January 2012. Hence, this Plaintiff purchased and was implanted with
BSC's counterfeit mesh by proof of Defendant's own documents.

Defendant, by its

testing, marketing, shipping, or other conduct, caused Plaintiff to purchase BSC's
counterfeit mesh, but pay for authentic

mesh made from Marlex

(which it wasn't).

Nothing in this timeline shall be deemed to implicate the FDCA or the FDA, nor shall it be
taken to suggest there is any implication of the FDA's labeling, marketing, or approval
processes . Instead , Plaintiff must provide this information to support her economic claim
for relief.

Unfortunately, Defendant BSC, in bad faith, marked most of the supporting

documents "confidential" in other

litigation . Accordingly, the exhibits referenced in
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, marked most of the supporting

Accordingly, the exhibits referenced in

Exhibit A, Plaintiff's verified timeline, will be produced

in camera and under seal upon

request of the Court.
11.

BSC manufactures and markets transvaginal mesh

- a medical device designed to be

permanently implanted into women 's bodies . It is a lucrative business. On average, BSC
generates $120,000,000 in revenue every year from the sale of its transvaginal mesh.

Each

year approximately 55,000 women receive a BSC mesh implant; so, somewhere today,
about 200 women are being permanently implanted with BSC's transvaginal mesh.
12.

At all relevant times, Marlex HGX-030-01 was manufactured and trademarked by a joint
venture between Chevron and Phillips/Sumika ("Phillips") in LaPorte, Texas. Marlex is
sold in its raw form in pellets. BSC allegedly manufactured its mesh from Marlex HGX030-01. If BSC used anything other than Marlex HGX-030-01
product would not be authentic.

to form its mesh, the

In short, Phillips Marlex supposedly comprises BSC's

transvaginal mesh products.
13.

In 2011, BSC began running out of Marlex.
products, and no $120,000,000
manufacturer, Phillips, to

No Marlex meant no transvaginal mesh

annual revenue.

After failing to convince the

sell it any more Marlex, BSC made the fateful decision to

smuggle counterfeit Marlex out of China.

Specifically, beginning in June, 2011 through

fall 2012, and specifically including on or about August 16, 2011, May 16, 2012, July 11,
2012 and July 31, 2012, and thereafter, BSC smuggled counterfeit Marlex pellets out of
China and into Belgium and the United States. The counterfeit Marlex pellets were then
subjected to a manufacturing process.
14.

Plaintiff was implanted with counterfeit mesh made from counterfeit Marlex pellets
smuggled out of China and illegally imported into the United States.
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15.

Attached as Exhibit A is a verified timeline of facts related to BSC's procurement of the
Chinese resin using BSC's own internal documents and emails

. The exhibits referenced in

the verified timeline are marked confidential pursuant to a protective order and can be
provided if necessary under seal at the hearing on this matter

. Plaintiffs counsel has

verified this timeline based on his review of the documents referenced therein.
FRAUD
16.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.

17.

In connection with its marketing and

sale of the " counterfeit " mesh products, BSC

committed fraud against the Plaintiff . Particularly, BSC represented that its mesh products
were made from Marlex , when in fact they were not.

The counterfeit mesh products were

made with substandard resin unlawfully obtained from China

. This representation is

material to Plaintiff as it resulted in her agreement to purchase the counterfeit mesh product
and consent to having it medically implanted, when she would not have agreed if the truth
had been disclosed . BSC knew that the mesh products it was passing

-off as containing

authentic Marlex were in fact counterfeit at all relevant times, beginning with the sourcing
of the substandard resin and continuing all the way to the fraudulent representations made
to purchasers , including Plaintiff.

These fraudulent representations were made with the

intent that Plaintiff would rely on them and consent to purchase counterfeit mesh products
for full value, when in fact she was receiving counterfeit goods

. The Plaintiff did rely on

these fraudulent representations and purchased the counterfeit goods for full price.
has suffered economic injury as a result.
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NEGLIGENT MISREPRESENTATION
18.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.

19.

In the course of marketing and selling its mesh products to Plaintiff

, Defendant BSC made

negligent misrepresentations to Plaintiff which resulted in economic injury.
of BSC's business of producing and marketing mesh products

In the course

, BSC represented to the

Plaintiff and to other intermediaries that it was producing and selling mesh made from
Marlex, when in fact it was not . Rather, BSC was producing and marketing counterfeit
mesh products made from resin it unlawfully obtained from China and passed off as
Marlex. BSC supplied false information about the counterfeit mesh products with the
knowledge that it would be used to guide Plaintiff and other intermediaries in purchasing
the counterfeit mesh products for full value .

BSC failed to use reasonable care in

communicating the content of its counterfeit mesh products to Plaintiff

, or the fact that

these products were not made from Marlex , or the fact that BSC had unlawfully obtained
the source materials from China. Plaintiff justifiably

relied on these negligent

misrepresentations in purchasing the counterfeit mesh products for full price.

BSC's

negligent misrepresentations directly and proximately caused Plaintiff economic injury, as
she paid full price for counterfeit goods.
TEXAS DECEPTIVE TRADE PRACTICES

- CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT

20.

Plaintiff incorporates by reference all preceding paragraphs.

21.

At all times material hereto , Plaintiff was a consumer in relation to the BSC mesh products
marketed, shipped, tested, and

/or directed into the State of Texas by Defendant and,

ultimately, BSC ' s counterfeit mesh sold and implanted into her body here in Harris County,
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Texas. Defendant is proper a Defendant under the Deceptive Trade Practices Act and has
violated the Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act in the following
a.
b.
c.

Passing off goods or services as those of another;
Causing confusion or misunderstanding as to the source, sponsorship, approval, or
certification of goods or services;
Causing confusion or misunderstanding as to affiliation, connection, or association

d.

with, or certification by, another;
Using deceptive representations or designations of geographic origin in connection

e.

with goods or services;
Representing that services in question had sponsorship, approval, characteristics,
ingredients, uses, benefits, or qualities that it did not have;

f.

Representing that goods or services are of a particular standard, quality, or grade,
or that goods are of a particular style or model, if they are of another;

g.

Disparaging the goods, services, or business of another by false or misleading

h.
i.

j.
22.

manners:

representation of facts;
Advertising goods or services with intent not to sell them as advertised;
Failing to disclose information that was known at the time of the transaction if the
failure to disclose was intended to induce the consumer into a transaction that the
consumer would not have entered into had the information been disclosed; and
Unconscionability.

Plaintiff relied on these misrepresentations by the Defendant to her detriment.

Defendant

claimed Plaintiff was receiving an authentic mesh product manufactured with authentic,
Phillips Marlex (actually manufactured right here in Harris County-specifically La Porte,
Texas).

Plaintiff purchased the BSC counterfeit mesh but paid the full, Marlex price for

it. Defendant, including BSC, represented the mesh she was buying was, in fact, authentic
Marlex that was adequately tested, designed, and not counterfeit.

It wasn't.

Instead,

Plaintiff paid more for her mesh product which was, in fact, BSC's counterfeit mesh from
China. At the time these representations were made they were false and misleading and
made with the intent that Plaintiff would rely on them to Plaintiff's detriment.
made these promises knowingly at the time that they were untrue and/or made by
without authority to make such representations to the Plaintiff.

Defendant
persons

These misrepresentations

were a producing cause of Plaintiff's injuries in the form of actual damages-that is, the
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- that is, the

difference in value between goods received (BSC's counterfeit mesh

) and goods paid for

(Phillips authentic Marlex ). Plaintiff is ONLY suing for the difference in value between
the two.
23.

Defendant ' s acts described herein were a producing cause of damage to Plaintiff and other
consumers . Failure to issue this temporary restraining order, preliminary injunction, and
permanent injunction will be a producing cause of damage to Plaintiff and other consumers.
ELEMENTS FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF

24.

In light of the above described facts, Plaintiff seeks recovery from Defendant.

25.

Plaintiff is likely to succeed on the merits of this lawsuit because Plaintiff paid full price
for authentic Marlex but, instead, received BSC's counterfeit mesh from China.
Moreover , Plaintiff 's case, as outlined herein and the attached exhibits submitted in
camera, show how Defendant BSC's own documents reveal the counterfeit, smuggling
operation , and how it resulted in BSC's counterfeit mesh being bought and implanted into
this Plaintiff here in Harris County , Texas. Plaintiff paid too much for her mesh, and, in
addition to the injunctive relief sought , this lawsuit merely seeks to recover the difference
between what Plaintiff paid for (authentic, Phillips Marlex

) and what Plaintiff actually got

(BSC's counterfeit mesh from China).
26.

Plaintiff 's counsel has conferred with counsel for BSC on this request for a temporary
restraining order on multiple occasions with no response
BSC's counsel was responsive to Plaintiffs counsel

. See Exhibit B. Historically,

' s request for colored photographs and

other evidence . However, when Plaintiffs counsel presented BSC's counsel with
photographs which Plaintiffs counsel believes confirm, at least in part , allegations
regarding the smuggling of counterfeit resin , BSC's counsel became unresponsive , making
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for authentic Marlex but, instead, received BSC's counterfeit mesh from China.
Moreover, Plaintiff's case,

as outlined herein and the attached exhibits submitted

camera, show how Defendant BSC's own documents reveal the counterfeit,

in

smuggling

operation, and how it resulted in BSC's counterfeit mesh being bought and implanted into
this Plaintiff here in Harris County, Texas.

Plaintiff paid too much for her mesh, and, in

addition to the injunctive relief sought, this lawsuit merely seeks to recover the difference
between what Plaintiff paid for (authentic, Phillips Marlex) and what Plaintiff actually got
(BSC's counterfeit mesh from China).
26.

Plaintiff' s counsel has conferred with counsel for BSC on this request for a temporary
restraining order on multiple occasions with no response . See Exhibit B. Historically,
BSC's counsel was responsive to Plaintiff'

s counsel's request for colored photographs and

other evidence. However, when Plaintiff's counsel presented BSC's counsel with
photographs which Plaintiffs

counsel believes confirm, at least in part, allegations

regarding the smuggling of counterfeit resin, BSC's counsel became unresponsive, making
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Plaintiff's counsel suspicious , further confirming the need for a temporary restraining
order.
27.

Unless this Honorable Court immediately restrains the Defendant

, Plaintiff will suffer

immediate and irreparable injury, for which there is no adequate remedy at law to give
Plaintiff complete , final and equal relief . More specifically , Plaintiff will show the court
the following:
A.

The harm to Plaintiff is imminent because Defendant BSC continues to

deplete and use BSC's counterfeit mesh which

, upon information and belief, is currently

stored at Stephen Gould Corp ., 8351 Northwest Boulevard, Indianapolis , IN 46278, or any
other location identified as BSC owned

, controlled, or operated . Operations will resume

at the open of business on Monday , February 1, 2016 whereupon BSC will deplete, move,
and/or alter the BSC counterfeit resin it used to manufacture Plaintiff ' s mesh she
purchased .

In order to preserve critical evidence

for Plaintiff 's case, BSC must be

immediately restrained from: (1) destroying, altering or disposing

of in any way its supply

of alleged Marlex , ( 2) destroying, altering or disposing of in any way the storage
containers , shipping containers or packaging of its alleged Marlex resin

. This includes,

but is not limited it, all associated labeling and identifying marks which bear the name
"Marlex"; and (3) destroying, altering or disposing

of in any way the records , invoices,

shipping data , customs forms , communications with suppliers , and payment records for the
alleged Marlex resin.

Plaintiff must be permitted an immediate

opportunity to inspect,

photograph , and test a sample of BSC's alleged Marlex resin so that no alleged interruption
of BSC's operations can be made.
spoliate critical evidence to Plaintiff

Otherwise, BSC will deplete, alter, or otherwise
's case.
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B.

This imminent harm will cause Plaintiff irreparable injury in that Defendant

BSC intends to continue depleting , using and selling BSC's counterfeit mesh
which is the same mesh made the basis of this lawsuit

from China

(that Plaintiff purchased).

Plaintiff

does not seek , in any way, to restrain any regular operations , manufacture , sales, or other
usual and customary business operations of BSC. Instead , Plaintiff merely requires access
to BSC's alleged Marlex resin at the currently believed location : Stephen Gould Corp.,
8351 Northwest Boulevard , Indianapolis , IN 46278, or any other location identified as BSC
owned, controlled , or operated . Plaintiff s counsel, and those necessary to document and
sample the BSC counterfeit resin, need brief, unobtrusive access to BSC's resin and mesh.
Defendant 's acts described herein was a producing cause of damage

to Plaintiff and other

consumers . Failure to issue this temporary restraining order, preliminary injunction, and
permanent injunction will be a producing cause of damage to Plaintiff and other consumers.
C.

There is no adequate remedy at law which will give Plaintiff complete, final

and equal relief because if BSC's counterfeit mesh is altered, moved, depleted, or otherwise
sold before Plaintiff can photograph , inspect , and test small samples , Plaintiff will lose
critical evidence necessary to support her case.

Plaintiff does not intend to interfere with

any reasonable business operations of BSC, nor intrude upon BSC's business other than to
document BSC's alleged Marlex resin , photograph and/or video it and its containers, and
take small samples of the resin / mesh.
BOND
28.

Plaintiff is willing to post a reasonable

temporary restraining order bond and requests the

court to set such bond.
REMEDY
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29.

Plaintiff has met her burden by establishing each element which must be present before
injunctive relief can be granted by this court, therefore Plaintiff is entitled to the requested
temporary restraining order.

30.

Plaintiff requests the court to restrain Defendant, employees, agents, servants, and others
under their supervision, direction, or control from altering, depleting, or disposing of its
mesh resin other than that required for its typical business operations.
PRE-AND-POST JUDGMENT INTEREST SOUGHT

31.

Plaintiff further seeks the recovery of all interest allowed at law, including pre judgment
and post judgment interest.
CONDITIONS PRECEDENT SATISFIED

32.

Plaintiff alleges that all conditions precedent to the maintenance of this action have been
met or satisfied, in accordance with Rule 54 of the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.
RIGHT TO AMEND

33.

Furthermore, Plaintiff would state that because of the nature and complexity of this
incident, Plaintiff reserves the right to, based upon additional information during the course
of discovery, amend these pleadings to include additional parties as appropriate, omit
parties as appropriate, amend claims, allegations, causes of action, names, and grounds for
recovery in accordance with the Texas Rules of Civil Procedure.
SELF-AUTHENTICATION

34.

Pursuant to Rule 193.7 of the TEXAS RULES OF CIVIL PROCEDURE, this is the
"actual" written notice that all documents produced in this litigation shall be used by the
Plaintiff at pretrial proceedings and trial.

Hence, all documents produced in this litigation

are deemed self-authenticating for use in any pretrial proceeding or at trial; and any
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objections thereto by the Defendant shall be in writing or placed on the record, giving
Plaintiff a reasonable opportunity to establish the challenged document's authenticity.
DISAVOWAL OF ALL FEDERAL LAW CLAIMS AND LESS THAN $
35.

Plaintiff is not making any claims for relief under federal law.

75,000

Removal to federal court

would be in bad faith and met with an immediate motion to remand and for

sanctions, as

there is a lack of diversity jurisdiction amongst the parties, and Plaintiff is not bringing any
claims under federal law.

Moreover, Plaintiff has expressly plead for relief less than

$60,000 exclusive of interest and costs. Plaintiff does not seek to recover any attorney's
fees that may be available under any of the causes of action pled. Accordingly, there is
neither federal-question nor diversity jurisdiction available for removal, and any removal
will be met with an immediate motion to remand and for sanctions.
PRAYER
WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Plaintiff, Maria Teresa Saldiema requests
that Defendant Boston Scientific Corporation be cited to appear and answer herein, and that after
a final trial on the merits the Plaintiff recovers the following:
1. A Temporary, Preliminary, and Permanent Injunction that orders Defendant BSC to
cease and desist and immediately refrain from depleting, altering, moving, or otherwise
disposing of its mesh / resin from China, setting aside its normal business operations,
and to grant immediate access to Plaintiffs counsel and its experts to inspect,
photograph, video, and sample this Chinese mesh / resin;
2. Actual damages not exceeding $60,000;
3. Court costs;
4. Prejudgment and post judgment interest;
5. All other relief, either at law or in equity, to which Plaintiff may be justly entitled to
receive-but under no circumstances any other relief that would raise damages above
$60,000, which is Plaintiffs expressly plead limit of damages.
She seeks no more
economic damages than $60,000.
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Respectfully submitted,
M o s n 'N

LAw

/s/ J. Steve Mos n
J. Steven Mostyn

State Bar No. 00798389
Mark C. Sparks
State Bar No . 24000273
3810 West Alabama
Houston, Texas 77027
713-714- 0000 (Office)
713-714- 1111 (Facsimile)
ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF
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CAUSE NO.
MARIA TERESA SALDIERNA

§
§

IN THE DISTRICT COURT

Plaintiff,

§

V.

§
§

JUDICIAL DISTRICT

BOSTON SCIENTIFIC
CORPORATION,
Defendant .

§
§
§

HARRIS COUNTY, TEXAS

VERIFICATION

LU
L
0
ON THIS DAY, Mark Sparks, the affiant, appeared before me, the undersigned notary
U

public, who personally knows the afflant to be the person whose signature appears below.
affiant stated under oath as follows:

N

"My name is Mark Sparks. I am over twenty-one (21) years of age, of sound mind,
and fully capable of making this affidavit. I am an attorney licensed to practice law
in the State of Texas. I am employed by the Mostyn Law Firm and am currently

1

representing Plaintiff in the above-styled and numbered cause. I have reviewed the
Timeline attached hereto and as Exhibit A to "Plaintiff's Verified Application for

I r l-

O
N

Temporary Resuammg Order, Temporary Injunction, Permanent Injunctron an d
Original Petition." The matters set forth therein are based on my personal review
of the supporting documentation referenced therein. I attest that each statement of
fact set forth in the Timeline is accurate and is supported by the documents upon
which the statement is based. The Timeline is true and correct,
FURTHER AFFIANT SAITH NAUGHT."

The

THE STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF JEFFERSON
SUBSCRIBED A
SPARKS , on this, the

§
SWORN TO, before me , the undersigned authority, by MARK
day of January , 2016, to which witness my hand and seal of office.

Hoary Public in and for the State of Texas

COSSETTER. CALLAHAN
Notary Public , State of Texas
Comm. Expires 11.02-2019

t i s

W

L lC

i( c

t L

i

Notary ID 11715806
■

Printed Name:
My Commission Expires:

11 I n
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TIMELINE
2005:

Phillips Sumika terminated BSC contract for Marlex HGX-030-01 for use in
permanent implant device.
• Ex. 1 - BSCM13000000033

2008:

Per BSC presentation , Philips Sumika confirmed product line discontinued in 2008
timeframe and declines request for special BSC run due to issues with the reactor.
• Ex. 1 - BSCM13000000033
• Ex. 2- BSCM13800009806 - H. Batz says Phillips obsoleted the material in
2005 (previously Ex.19)

12/6/10:

BSC used around 1,200lbs of Marlex resin per year.
• E x.2 A - BSCM13800009673

5/2011:

BSC had previous painful experience with smuggling balloons out of China.
• Ex. 3 - BSCM04400011225
• Ex. 4 - BSCM06701716235 - previous experience was painful

7/19/11:

BSC had an urgent need for Marlex and needed the material right away.
• Ex. 2 at BSCM13800009806 - critical issue with Marlborough division
•
•

Ex. 5 BSCM06700722854 - " fire drill" due to impending shortage of Marlex
Ex. 6 at BSCM11200014918 - $ 120,000,000 impact to the business without
Marlex.

7/19/11:

Zhao looked up Marlex product on alibaba .com (known counterfeit website).
• Ex. 2 at BSCM13800009803
• Ex. 7 - BSCM13800008924 - Zhao states he visited all 5 distributors found
•

7/19/11:

from alibaba.com
Ex. 7A - Google result page for search of alibaba.com

All Chinese sources for Marlex were located in Donggaun , in Guangdong province,
China - a region known for counterfeit products.
• Ex. 2 at BSCM13800009803
• E x.8 - www.chinadaily .com.cn/china/2014-07/30/content 18217996.htm
•

Ex. 8A - http://appvl linkty org/videos/

enduine _pride-for-knocko ff-goods-in_

guar z zg lion

7/20/11:

H. Batz advised Zhao not to tell the Chinese

distributors where the Marlex will be

used because it might scare them away.
• Ex. 2 at BSCM13800009802
7/21/11:

anyway to test the
Mitch Wheeler (at BSC) asked Charlie Smith whether there was
resin to ensure it is not counterfeit or contaminated, noting that sourcing from China
is risky.

•

Ex. 9 - BSCM13800009259

7/21/11:

BSC (Ann Charest) needed the following from Luxilon: (1) picture of material
packaging , (2) Copy of CoC, ( 3) MSDS, (4) Picture of actual resin if possible, and (5)
other requirements BSC would insist on from the distributor.
• Ex. 2 at BSCM13800009800

7/25/11:

Zhao stated that Distributor 1 (EMAI) sold their inventory to another distributor last
week, but will have more in tomorrow - the distributor will not know exactly what is
in the shipment until the shipment reaches customs in Guangzhou.
• Ex. 7 at BSCM13800008924

7/27/11:

Peter Horton requested Pinnacle Lite U.S. new sales forecast numbers to calculate
current Marlex inventory run out dates.
• Ex. 10 - BSCM06100029374

7/28/11:

BSC really needed a C of C. McCaslin knew, but asked if there is no C of C if the
deal would be dead. McCaslin then sais he wondered if he could get the lot number
from the bag and contact Phillips.
• Ex. I OA - 79 0001

7/29/11:

In response to an inquiry on how much Marlex resin was on hand by location, Dean
King (at Proxy) responded that there is only 700 pounds of resin was on hand at
Luxilon ( Belgium).
• Ex. 11 - BSCM13800009697
• Ex. 1 - Lessons learned: Increased vigilance required in monitoring
consumption of last-time buy volumes.

7/2011- 8/2011:

(prior to 8/2/ 11 email ) - McCaslin reached out to Bob Rhoades - a manager from
Phillips. They discussed Phillips would not provide assistance with additional resin
supply. Rhoades stated Phillips was not willing to sell Marlex to BSC.
• Ex. 12 - McCaslin Depo - pages 48 - 53

8/4/11

Mike Kelly, BSC Vice President of Operations, emailed H.
Batz (BSC) stating that
business revenue of $120,000,000 will be impacted without the Marlex.
• Ex. 6 at BSCM11200014918

8/5/11

McCaslin told group (including Pedersen, printed by Pedersen with handwriting) that
Phillips will not do business with BSC at any price
• Ex. 13 - BSCM06701713768

8/5/11

McCaslin told group (including Pedersen who prints the email with handwriting) that
a distributor without COC is high risk.
• Ex. 13 - BSCM06701713768
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8/12/11

Zhao shipped out 1 bag to U.S. from 1 of the 5 possible distributors
(not EMAI) Zhao
found on alibaba.com. Charlie Smith (BSC) received this bag from Zhao on 8/19/11
and the product is obviously fake and the resin is counterfeit.
• Ex. 14 - Shipping email - no bates 72_0001
• Ex. 15 -Receipt email - BSCM12900000088

8/15/11:

McCaslin (BSC) asked Zhao for the lot numbers that are in the 2 tons . Zhao sent
McCaslin a picture , and McCaslin noted "very nice work!" Zhao responds that all 17
tons (34,000lbs ) are from the same lot number.
• Ex. 16 - BSCM06701715875

8/15/11:

Ann Charest (BSC) reached out to 3`d party (AK Plastics ) and asks AK to use their
connections at Phillips to obtain a copy of the C of C for BSC.
0
Ex. 19 at 13500000015

8/15/11:

McCaslin asked Zhao to push a bit on getting the C of A - stated it would be a big
help.
• Ex. 15 at BSCM12900000089
• Ex. 16A at BSCM11500006823
• Ex. 16B - sample C of A - BSC11800027286

8/21/11:

1" Shipment : 4,000lbs of EMAI resin shipped from Hong Kong to Malborough, MA
• Ex. 15 at BSCM12900000086
• Smuggled out of China using over-bag. Shipper put a blank bag over the
original bag so it was not inspected . Ex. 15 at BSCM12900000074
• 12/1/11 - Zhao says BSC took a chance with the first 4 ,000 pounds . It was a
small amount, by air, so overall less chance for audit and the shipper who
handled it was not "over-cautious." Ex. 17 - BSCM1 1500006697

8/25/11 :

3rd party (AK Plastics ) confirmed to BSC that the lot number from the bags being
obtained from China is not in the Phillips database and "may be a number that was
made up by the person that packed the material."
Ex. 19 at BSCM13500000012

8/26/11:

First 4,000lbs of resin arrived in Marlborough , MA. 2 bags broke and were scrapped.
9 Ex. 18 - BSMC07700277053

8/30/11:

Smith asked Zhao to confirm that the 15 tons is the same lot number as the 4 tons
received on 8/26/11. Zhao responded that the 15 tons is from the same lot, based on
the assurances of the distributor , EMAI. Zhao stated he thinks BSC can trust the
distributor based on what he had provided BSC thus far.
• Ex. 15 at BSCM129000085

8/30/11 :

BSC has already paid 40% deposit on another 30,000lbs of resin firm
will hold it for 2 months while testing is completed.

•

Ex. 15 at BSCM1290000086
3

EMAI. EMAI

8/31/11:

3'a party (AK plastics ) contacted Phillips and confirms that the lot number on the bag
in the picture sent by Zhao is not a lot number in Phillips system.
0 Ex. 19 - BSCM13500000010

9/16/11:

Pinnacle Lite Pelvic Floor Repairs Kits received FDA clearance and a decision is
necessary on whether Pinnacle Lite will use Marlex resin
, as this will significantly
impact run out date for current Marlex inventory.
• Ex. 20 - BSCM06100027516
• The current Marlex use of 1,2001bs per year (Ex. 2A - BSCM13800009673)
did not include any U.S. sales for Pinnable LITE. Ex. 20 BSCM06100027516

10/10/11: Production run at Luxilon (Belgium ) using EMAI resin.
• Ex. 21 at BSCM04200117214
10/13/11: Luxilon informed Dean King at Proxy (who forwards the email to Charles Smith) that
filament breaks at spinneret when using the Chinese resin.
• Ex. 22 - BSCM07700280496
10/13/11 : Cambridge Polymer Group test results noted a difference in the resin tested and
additional testing is necessary. Ex. 33
11/9/11:

Final payment made to EMAI to purchase remaining 30,0001bs of resin.
• Ex. 23 at BSCM11500007222

11/14/11

Only 3,000 pounds of resin left in Marlborough
(Belgium)

•

, and 165 pounds left at Luxilon

Ex. 23 - BSCM11500007219

11/21/11

BSC confirmed there was no CoC or CoA for the EMAI resin.
• 11/21/11 - Zhao says all of the original paperwork is lost. Ex. 16 BSCM12900000074
• 12/18/11 -Ann Charest (BSC) says original paperwork was lost/forgotten. Ex.
24 - BSCM13500000971

11/21/11

Zhao suggested that he ship 10 tons to the U.S. split into 2 small containers and have
5 tons in each, in case of any accident , like falling over sea, etc.
• Ex. 15 at BSCM12900000074

11/22/11

Vialle told Zhao that he doesn't want any problems with Chinese
experience was painful

•
•

because previous

Ex. 4 - BSCM06701716235
For previous experience , see May 2011 entry - Ex. 3 - BSCM04400011225
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11/20/11: George Vialle (BSC) asked if anyone is aware of a method to deal with export of
undocumented, imported goods from China. He asks whether there is an expert they
can consult.
• Ex. 16A at BSCM11500006807
12/2012:

EMAI moved 30,000lbs into a different, long-term storage facility that is safer, better
controlled and could be long-term storage.
• Ex. 25 - BSCM11500006879-80

2/21/12

Zhao told Charlie Smith the chance of being audited is low . Zhao suggests again to
split the material , 2-3 tons each time and ship them out separately
. This way, Zhao
notes, the amount is small and there is a low chance of inspection.
• Ex. 26 - BSCM11500006979
• There were a total of 4 shipments for the 34, 000 pounds of EMAI resin: (1)
8/21/11, (2) 5/16/12, (3) 7/11/12, and (4) 7/31/12.

5/16/12

2d shipment : 5 tons of EMAI resin shipped by sea to Luxilon in Belgium
BSCM07700186099)

7/11/12

3rd Shipment: 5 tons of EMAI resin shipped by sea to Seattle, WA (Ex. 28 BSCM11500006533)
• Shipment documents state to Chinese Customs that the resin was made in
China by EMAI. Ex. 29 - BSCM13500000448
o Mullally (BSC) provided the information to clear the entry of the resin
from China. Ex. 30 - BSCM13500000465
o BSC had to say it's made in China since it doesn't have original
paperwork - if caught by customs - we will be in trouble.
Ex. 15
BSCM12900000074

7/31/12

4th Shipment: 10,000lbs of EMAI resin shipped by
•
•

6/7/12

sea to Seattle.

Ex. 31 - 114_0001 at 0003
Ex. 30 - BSCM11500004627

John Kummailil (Senior Manager, Corporate Engineer) from another BSC division
told Charlie Smith and JP Delaney (with the Women's Health Division) he came
across counterfeit material from EMAI.

0
6/7/12

(Ex. 27 -

Ex. 32 - BSCM11500006904

Kummailil told Charlie Smith that his BSC division did not run any tests to ensure the
plastic EMAI attempted to sell BSC counterfeit, but Kummailil confirmed with the
manufacturer that the lot number did not match and the hypothesis is that EMAI rebagged "god knows what grade, or even recycled material, in bags that have the grade
# they were looking for."

•

Ex. 32 - BSCM11500006904

Testin
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(1) Testing does not matter because even perfect copy is still counterfeit
• Another BSC Corporate Engineer , John Kummailil did not perform testing on
material he believed to be counterfeit . Confirmation of incorrect lot number was
enough for Kummailil to conclude it was counterfeit . Ex. 32- BSCM11500006904
(2) BSC only tested one pellet from the first 4 ,000 pound purchase
• Cambridge report (Ex. 33 - BSCM07300068256)
• No pellets from the 3 separate shipments of 30,0001b purchase were tested.
(3) Wrong tests were performed.
• Ex. 34 - Marlex Data Sheet (previously Ex. 1)
• Cambridge report (Ex. 33 - BSCM07300068256)
(4) Chinese resin fails the tests
• Cambridge report (Ex. 33 - BSCM07300068256)
(5) Boston report omits findings from Cambridge report
• Ex. 35 - BSC Engineer report (BSCM11500005941 ) v. Cambridge Report
(BSCM07300068256)
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Caroline L. Maida

2016-06271 / Court: 055

From:
Sent:

Steve Mostyn
Saturday, January 30, 2016 10:49 AM

To:

WOhlemeyer @BSFLLP. com; EWEILER @shb.com; JSTRONGMAN @shb.com

Cc:

TVMLit

Subject:

Confer on TRO to inspect, photo the " Marlex mesh in Indiana TRO presented
tomorrow

Tomorrow I will present a TRO order to a judge in Harris County Texas representing a Houston Texas woman who was
sold Chinese mesh , this case will be about the economic crime of selling this counterfeit product, I will request that on
Monday Me and other attorney from my team , am]me my experts be allowed be access to inspect , video, photograph
and takes samples of this material . We have immediate concerns that this evidence will be moved or destroyed
. Please
get back with me today . Thank you. This particular motion will not seek to restrict the use of any of this product in the
normal and routine use of the product.

1

Caroline L. Maida
From:

Steve Mostyn

Sent:

Saturday, January 30, 2016 6:30 PM

To:

WOhlemeyer@BSFLLP.com; EWEILER@shb.com; JSTRONGMAN@shb.com

Cc:

Subject:

TVMLit

Re: Confer on TRO to inspect, photo the "Marlex mesh in Indiana TRO

presented

tomorrow
Hey I am checking back on this hope you all are getting ready for a fun night I am reading

. Please get back with me on

this before 12:00pm CST.
> On Jan 30, 2016 , at 10:53 AM, Steve Mostyn <jsmostyn@mostynlaw .com> wrote:

> If the material is in bags other than the white Marlex bags, if they are in bags that look like dog food bags like the
picture in Belgium we will request to cut open one of the over bags in addition to sample
. We will request samples of
one ounce from five separate bags of our selection.
>> On Jan 30, 2016, at 10:49 AM, Steve Mostyn

<jsmostyn@mostynlaw.com> wrote:

>> Tomorrow I will present a TRO order to a judge in Harris County Texas representing a Houston Texas woman who was
sold Chinese mesh, this case will be about the economic crime of selling this counterfeit product, I will request that on
Monday Me and other attorney from my team, am]me my experts be allowed be access to inspect, video, photograph
and takes samples of this material . We have immediate concerns that this evidence will be moved or destroyed
. Please
get back with me today. Thank you. This particular motion will not seek to restrict the use of any of this product in the
normal and routine use of the product.

1

Caroline L. Maida
From:
Sent:

Steve Mostyn
Saturday, January 30, 2016 11:47 PM

Subject :

Color photos

To:

Attachments :

EWEILER@shb.com; Chrissta Mukherjee; JSTRONGMAN@shb.com; TVMLit

Double bag smuggler delight.pdf; email of phto of inner bag pdf; ATT00001.txt

Here we go again, I need color photos of the attached photo and all the ones on the email. It is very nice of your client
to document its smuggling and use of counterfeit bags. Ironically if there had been no inner bag it would have made the
appreciate it.
criminal counterfeiting case harder. Anyway, you could be these tomorrow I would
By the way since no one will talk to me, I have been reading all day and your client has real serious issues on their
equivalency testing on other medical devices This occurred when switching materials on other products not in the
Women' s Health Division . MR. Burrill was very busy and as they say a tiger does not change their strips. Hope you all
had a good night I must say

it has been very interesting for me.

1

Caroline L. Maida
From:

Steve Mostyn

Sent:
To:

Saturday, January 30, 2016 5:46 AM
Caroline L. Maida

Cc:
Subject:

Chrissta Mukherjee; EWEILER@shb.com; TVMLit
Re: On going supplementation of California discovery

We need this photo in color, ignoring our request does not make them go away, I know you don
't want to produce the
color photo of the counterfeit Marlex in brown dog food bags but in the end we will get it. It looks much bethel for you if
you send it now. There was also another picture after the silver foil was put over the bags that was attached to this same
email we need that picture today . Please email those in color to me today.

The bags in Indiana I would imagine are bagged the same way.
We would like to inspect you warehouse in Indiana to
photograph and video the material , how it is packaged stored, the climate control , rodent protection in addition to the
photo requests above . Will you agree to this?

> On Jan 29, 2016, at 12: 40 PM, Caroline L. Maida <clmaida @mostynlaw .com> wrote:
> I am following up on Mr. Mostyn 's request for color photos we need today . We are following the procedure you've
requested and asking for the specific document. Please produce it immediately. Thank you.
> -----Original Message----> From: Steve Mostyn
> Sent: Friday, January 29, 2016 5:36 AM
> To: Chrissta Mukherjee <CMUKHERJEE@shb.com>; EWEILER@shb.com; TVMLit <TVMLit@mostynlaw.com>
> Subject: On going supplementation of California discovery

> /I have asked repeatedly for all images in color in, in their native format, I make that request agin again for the fourth
time and specifically request that I immediately receive the native file for Bscm 13500000734. When you upload this
photo to you website box please let us know so we know to look for it. We expect this single photo today and request
yet again you provide us will,all photos, spreadsheets and PowerPoint presentation in native.as you agreed on the
phone several weeks ago and will discuss the ongoing format problems after you produce these
. Thank you. Have a
nice day.

I

